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If Dublin Port’s cargo volumes continue to
grow in the future as they have in the past,
then a new port will have to be built at a
greenfield site on the east coast of Ireland.
If our growth projections in Dublin Port
Company (DPC) come to pass, then this new
port will need to be ready for operation in
just 20 years’ time by 2040. We refer to this
new port as DP1.5.
DP1.5 would be very costly to build. We estimate it would
cost €3.9 billion (at 2020 prices) to construct DP1.5 at
Arklow and €4.2 billion at Bremore. A project this size
would be beyond DPC’s financial means.
DP1.5 would be very impactful on the environment and it
would be extremely challenging to secure the necessary
consents to build it. To do so would require acceptance
by An Bord Pleanála of a planning application based on
an IROPI1 argument that the project should proceed
notwithstanding negative impacts on designated sites
protected by European environmental law. No significant
project has ever been permitted in Ireland on this basis.
If DP1.5 is to be ready for operation by 2040, DPC needs
to start preliminary investigation and design work during
2021 so that construction could commence by about
2033 if required.
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Even while this preparatory work is being done, DPC
(and other ports) need to complete a range of smaller
projects both in Dublin Port and elsewhere on the
east coast over the next 10 to 15 years to achieve two
objectives:
• Firstly, to cater for growth in the period 2020 to 2040
• Secondly, to maximise the capacity which can be
provided at existing brownfield port sites so as to
minimise the scale of DP1.5
Given the long lead time of 20 years to complete large
port projects and given the uncertainty in projecting
port volumes over long periods (or anything else for that
matter), it is just as likely that growth will be less than
we are projecting - in which case DP1.5 may be needed
later than 2040 - as it is that DP1.5 will be needed by
2040.
The simple fact is that we do not and cannot know with
any level of certainty but we need to be prepared for
either eventuality.
A project of the scale of DP1.5 would be a megaproject
as defined by the Danish academic, Bent Flyvbjerg2.
Megaprojects tend to be one-off projects with unique
characteristics and, because of this, have to be designed
and constructed without the benefit of experience from
comparable and reasonably recent projects elsewhere.
Megaprojects frequently have large cost over-runs, take
far longer to complete than planned and, often, deliver
lower benefits than originally projected. DPC believes
that the megaproject to construct DP1.5 should be
avoided if at all possible or, at the very least, should be
deferred for as long as possible.

IROPI is an abbreviation for Imperative Reasons of Over-riding Public Interest and the concept behind it is that where a project will have negative impacts on a Natura
2000 site – either a Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or a Special Protection Area (SPA) - it can only be granted planning permission if it can be established that the
project is in the public interest and if compensatory measures are implemented which, at least, compensate for the environmental loss the project would cause.
The Oxford Handbook of Megaproject Management, edited by Bent Flyvbjerg, 2017, defines megaprojects as large-scale, complex ventures that typically cost
$1 billion or more, take many years to develop and build, involve multiple public and private stakeholders, are transformational and impact millions of people.
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We have identified possible sites for DP1.5 at Arklow
and Bremore based on analysis by RPS Group in their
High Level Environmental Appraisal of the project to build
a replacement port for Dublin Port3. The High Level
Environmental Appraisal was informed by Hydraulic Model
Studies also carried out by RPS.

DP1.5 has been designed to have an annual throughput
capacity of 60 million gross tonnes. The same projections
of future growth were used for both DP1.5 and DP2.04
and, from these projections, we have used the total
annual demand in 2100 of 154 million gross tonnes to
determine the size of DP1.5.

The design of DP1.5 has been based on projections of
demand in 20 years’ time in 2040 and growth thereafter
over a further period of sixty years to 2100. This very
long-term view is needed to determine the size the
breakwaters need to be to allow the capacity of DP1.5 to
be increased in stages in the decades after it might open.

If 77 million gross tonnes were to be handled in Dublin
Port and if DP1.5 were to provide capacity for up to 60
million gross tonnes, then the balance of 17 million gross
tonnes per annum would need to handled at other east
coast ports.

Where we previously designed and costed DP2.0 as a
replacement port for Dublin (with an ultimate capacity of
134 million gross tonnes per annum based on projections
to 2080), DP1.5 would be very much smaller because
Dublin Port would continue to provide an annual
capacity of 77 million gross tonnes.

Long-term distribution of port capacity on
the east coast of Ireland

Other East
Coast Ports
17.0m
11%

Because we believe that DP1.5 might actually have to be
built, we have looked as far out as 2100 to ensure that
the capacity of what would be constructed by 2040 could
be increased thereafter if necessary. This is a similar
approach to developments in other European ports such
as Barcelona, Rotterdam and Bilbao.

Gross tonnes
per annum

Dublin
Port
77.2m
50%

DP1.5
60.0m
39%

Projected Capacity Requirement 2010 - 2100
2010
‘000 gross
tonnes

Growth rate
30 years

2040
‘000 gross
tonnes

Growth rate
40 years

2080
‘000 gross
tonnes

Growth rate
20 years

2100
‘000 gross
tonnes

Ro-Ro

16,403

4.1%

54,287

1.5%

98,478

0.75%

114,351

Lo-Lo

6,317

3.0%

15,270

1.5%

27,700

0.75%

32,165

Bulk liquid

4,009

0.0%

4,000

0.0%

4,000

0.0%

4,000

Bulk solid

2,054

1.8%

3,500

0.0%

3,500

0.0%

3,500

96

0.1%

100

0.0%

100

0.0%

100

28,879

3.3%

77,157

1.4%

133,778

0.71%

154,116

Break bulk
Total
120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000

Ro-Ro

3
4

Lo-Lo

Bulk liquid

Bulk solid

Paper 6 – What Would Moving Dublin Port Involve
Paper 5 – The Conundrum of Planning for Long-Term Growth

Break bulk
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A conceptual design was prepared for DP1.5 at Arklow
and at Bremore, the main quantities and dimensions
were estimated and bills of quantities were prepared.
Construction costs for these quantities were evaluated
at 2020 prices based on the knowledge and experience
of large marine infrastructure projects currently under
construction in Dublin Port.
Finally, given the preliminary nature of the design and
the lack of any site investigations at this early stage,
contingencies were applied at lower (25%) and higher
(45%) levels to provide a range of construction cost
estimates.
Trying to estimate the construction costs of a project
based on high level assumptions, and doing so many
years before it would have to be built, inevitably leads
to cost estimates very different from the actual out-turn
cost at completion. In the case of a megaproject such as
DP1.5, it seldom, if ever, happens that the costs estimated
when the decision to proceed with the project is made
are lower than the final project cost. Almost invariably,
the opposite is the case.
The main quantities and dimensions for DP1.5 at both
Arklow and Bremore are summarised below.
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The total area of Dublin Port (land plus water) is 443
hectares. DP1.5 would be larger – 574 hectares at Arklow
or 617 hectares at Bremore. By comparison, the total
area of DP2.0 would be 893 hectares at Arklow and 963
hectares at Bremore.
Dublin Port is shaped by the Great South Wall and the
North Bull Wall and their combined length is 7,500
metres. DP1.5 would require similarly large breakwaters.
At Arklow, the external breakwaters would be 7,950
metres long and, at Bremore, 7,650 metres long. The
equivalent figures for DP2.0 are 9,150 metres at Arklow
and 9,200 metres at Bremore.

DP1.5 and DP2.0 Total Area and Capacity Comparison
DP2.0

DP2.0

64%

DP1.5

45%

DP1.5

Throughput capacity

Total area

Arklow

Bremore

Total port area (land plus water)

574 hectares

617 hectares

Land area (including land made by infill)

217 hectares

265 hectares

Area of land made by marine infill

192 hectares

265 hectares

Length of external breakwaters

7,950 metres

7,650 metres

Length of berths (including Ro-Ro berths on jetties)

4,225 metres

4,225 metres

Land area for port operations

191 hectares

195 hectares

11.5 kilometres

14.2 kilometres

5.8 kilometres

5.5 kilometres

31m cubic metres

28m cubic metres

4m cubic metres

21m cubic metres

Access channel

Not required

4.5km

River diversion

Not required

1.3km

€3.6 to €4.1 billion

€3.9 to €4.5 billion

Road system (including connection to national road network)
Rail system (including connection to national rail network)
Bulk fill materials
Dredging quantities

Overall cost estimate at 2020 prices

At both Arklow and Bremore, the
total area of DP1.5 would be 64% of the
area of DP2.0.
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Bremore
Dublin Port
Dun Laoghaire

Arklow

Rosslare

ARKLOW
An tInbhear Mór

POTENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT
AT ARKLOW DP1.5

POTENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT
AT ARKLOW DP2.0
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DP1.5 at Arklow

Arklow (€ millions)

New port infrastructure
Buildings and equipment

Total

2,483
240

DP1.5 Total Cost Comparison
(average of high and low) at
Arklow and Bremore

Land Acquisition

61

5.0 bn

On-going liabilities (capitalised)

73

4.5 bn

2,857

4.0 bn

Total (excluding contingency)
Contingency Lower Range (25%)

714

€3.9 bn

€4.2 bn

3.5 bn
3.0 bn

Total cost (low)

3,571

Contingency Upper Range (45%)

1,286

Total cost (high)

4,143

1.5 bn

Total cost (average of high and low)

3,857

1.0 bn

2.5 bn
2.0 bn

DP1.5 at Arklow

DP1.5 at Bremore
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DP1.5 at Bremore

Bremore (€ millions)

New port infrastructure
Buildings and equipment
Land Acquisition
On-going liabilities (capitalised)
Total (excluding contingency)
Contingency Lower Range (25%)

Total

2,675
240
42
147
3,104
776

Total cost (low)

3,880

Contingency Upper Range (45%)

1,397

Total cost (high)

4,501

Total cost (average of high and low)

4,190
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Paper 4 – An Overview of the Calls to Move Dublin Port

It is difficult to convey the scale of the DP1.5 project or
its complexity because the need to build a new port on a
greenfield site arises only very infrequently. We, therefore,
have no familiar comparator to rely on. This lack of a ready
perspective has led to unrealistic and naïve suggestions
over the past 30 years to greatly reduce the scale of
operations at Dublin Port or even to move them entirely to
a new port5.
Likewise it is difficult to convey the project’s urgency when
its possible need will not arise for 20 years. Ports such as
Dublin and Waterford developed over centuries as Viking
era settlements became centres of trade and grew into
cities. More recently, railway companies built harbours
at Rosslare and Greenore in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries as nodes for ferry services to ports
in Britain. These were small harbours and are not at all
comparable in scale to the new greenfield harbour that
might be required at Arklow or Bremore.
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Some sense of the scale of DP1.5 can be gained by
comparing its key dimensions with those of Rosslare
Harbour and Dun Laoghaire Harbour.
Port area
(land + water)

DP1.5 (Arklow)

574 hectares

7,950 metres

40 hectares

470 metres

100 hectares

2,800 metres

Rosslare
Dun Laoghaire Harbour

Length of
external
breakwaters

DP1.5 (Arklow)

574
hectares
Dun Laoghaire
100 hectares
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Rosslare Harbour is the next largest unitised port on
the east coast of Ireland after Dublin Port. It is also
the second largest Ro-Ro port in the country and, in
2019, handled 122,000 units compared to Dublin Port’s
1,059,000 units. DP1.5 would be more than fourteen
times larger than Rosslare Harbour.
In Ireland, the only manmade harbour that is any way
comparable to DP1.5 - and, at that, it is less than one fifth
the size of DP1.5 - is Dun Laoghaire Harbour, built more
than two hundred years ago.
The construction of Dun Laoghaire Harbour was a major
undertaking for Government at the time and required
three acts of parliament (1815, 1816 and 1820) to enable
and finance the project. Dun Laoghaire Harbour was
built as a harbour of refuge and the case to build it was
championed by Richard Toutcher - a Norwegian master
mariner and minor shipowner - following the death of
almost 400 people when, in 1807, the Prince of Wales and
Rochdale were driven ashore in Blackrock and Seapoint by
extreme weather. The harbour was constructed over a 25
year period from 1817 to 1842 at a cost of £690,717 6.

Rosslare
40 hectares

ROSSLARE HARBOUR

© Google Earth
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History of Dun Laoghaire Harbour, John de Courcy Ireland, 2001.
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DUN LAOGHAIRE HARBOUR

© Google Earth

The need for a harbour of refuge at Dun Laoghaire arose
because the entrance to Dublin Port was perilous and
this problem was not addressed as quickly as it should
have been following the completion of the Great South
Wall in 1784. The ultimate resolution came 40 years later
when construction of the North Bull Wall was completed
in 1824 at a cost of £103,055. The solving of Dublin Port’s
problems had been interminably discussed and debated
for many years before construction commenced. Had the
known problems been addressed more expeditiously, it is
likely many lives would have been saved and it is arguable
that the need to construct Dun Laoghaire Harbour would
not have arisen.
The lesson of history from the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries is that when long-term
infrastructure challenges are recognised and understood,
it is important to act decisively and plan to deliver
essential construction projects without undue delay.
After 45 years of poor planning in Dublin Port from
1965 to 2010, a similar situation exists today as existed
over 200 years ago. Future infrastructure deficits are
foreseeable and plans to address these deficits by way

of large infrastructural projects need to be progressed.
Moreover, given the scale and importance of Dublin Port,
the need for these projects is of national significance.
We are in the unusual situation of having to plan for
DP1.5 while, simultaneously, doing everything we can
to obviate the need to build it or, at least, to defer its
construction for as long as possible. This situation
comes about from DPC’s commitment to the principles
of proper planning and sustainable development. We
believe that the capacity of existing brownfield port sites
should be maximised before any greenfield development
is progressed.

We believe that the capacity
of existing brownfield port sites should
be maximised before any greenfield
development is progressed.
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The means to obviate or defer the DP1.5 project come in
three ways.
Firstly, there is the hope that the long-term link between
national economic growth and growth in Dublin Port’s
volumes will weaken to the point where year on year
increases become very small. It seems inevitable that
future long-term growth cannot continue at historical
rates. If it did, port volumes would reach unfeasibly
high levels. However, we cannot predict when the link
might break. Hope is not much of a strategy to address
a foreseeable problem and we need to plan on the basis
that there will be continued growth of Dublin Port’s
volumes over, at least, the next 20 years.
Secondly, there is the possibility of large infrastructure
projects being completed in other east coast ports to
provide additional capacity to cater for demand which
Dublin will not be able to accommodate as it reaches
its ultimate throughput capacity. In this paper, we have
assumed that an additional throughput capacity of 17
million gross tonnes per annum could be provided
elsewhere over the next 20 years. The scale of this
challenge can be appreciated by comparing this assumed
level of additional capacity to the existing capacity in the
larger east coast ports outside of Dublin.
An annual throughput capacity of 17 million gross tonnes
is equivalent to 700,000 Ro-Ro units or 1.75 million TEU
of Lo-Lo.
In 2019, the throughput of Rosslare Harbour was 122,000
Ro-Ro units and the port’s capacity is in the order of
340,000 units per annum. A development at Rosslare to
cater for 17 million gross tonnes of Ro-Ro cargo would
more than double the capacity of the existing port.
The Lo-Lo throughput of the Port of Waterford in 2019
was 49,000 TEU and its existing capacity is in the order
of 200,000 TEU per annum. A development at Waterford
to cater for 17 million gross tonnes of Lo-Lo cargo would
require more than an eightfold increase in the capacity of
the existing port.

The size of port infrastructure projects required at
other east coast ports is enormous by comparison to
their current scales. Moreover, there is a clear obstacle
to completing such projects given the combination of
the small financial scale of other port companies and
provisions in National Ports Policy that port projects
have to be financed from within the port company’s own
means possibly with private sector involvement but with
no exchequer support. Large port infrastructure projects
are so expensive and the revenue generating capacity so
low that there is no possibility of private sector financing
or partnership without exchequer support of some type.
Thirdly, and finally, the need to build DP1.5 can be
deferred by the completion of all projects in Masterplan
2040. In 2019, Dublin Port’s throughput was 38 million
gross tonnes. By 2040, it is planned that three Strategic
Infrastructure Development projects will have been
completed to provide capacity for 77 million gross
tonnes:
• One project has been consented and is under
construction – the Alexandra Basin Redevelopment
Project or ABR Project7.
• The second Masterplan project (the MP2 Project8) has
been consented, works are currently being planned and
construction will commence in 2022.
• The scope of the third and final Masterplan project
(the 3FM Project) is set out in Masterplan 2040 and
involves development of port lands on the Poolbeg
Peninsula and the construction of a new bridge to
provide a Southern Port Access Route which would
take port traffic off existing public roads including East
Wall Road and Pigeon House Road.
Completing all three of these Strategic Infrastructure
Development projects will be necessary if an annual
throughput capacity of 77 million gross tonnes is to be
achieved by 2040. However, it will not be sufficient. The
utilisation of Dublin Port’s capacity by the operators of
unitised terminals (both Ro-Ro and Lo-Lo) will also have
to be greatly intensified.
The throughput in Dublin Port in 2019 was equivalent
to 146,000 tonnes per hectare. By comparison, the land
utilisation in the Port of Rotterdam was 58,000 tonnes
per hectare. In Barcelona, it was 62,000 tonnes per
hectare.

7
8

ABR Project, PL29N.PA0034, grant dated 8th July 2015
MP2 Project, PL29N.304888, grant dated 11th July 2020
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By 2040, assuming all three Strategic Infrastructure
Development projects have been completed, Dublin
Port’s cargo throughput will need to increase to 296,000
tonnes per hectare per annum. For this to happen, two
fundamental changes in supply chain behaviour are
required:
• Firstly, the landside movement of goods by HGV will
have to become truly 24 / 7 and current demand peaks
will have to be flattened. Over the 168 hours in a week,
virtually all cargo movements are concentrated into
a 12 hour period on weekdays and, even within this 12
hour period, there are early morning and late afternoon
peaks. There are almost no deliveries of cargo to or
collections of cargo from Dublin Port after 19:00 on
weekdays and virtually none at all at weekends. The
108 hours of low or no demand coincide with port
tunnel, M50 and general motorway traffic volumes
being at their lowest levels. Supply chains will have
to change if utilisation of the combined capacities of
Dublin Port, the Dublin Port Tunnel and the national
motorway network is to be maximised.
• Secondly, the land area of Dublin Port is fixed and the
faster cargo moves through the Port, the greater its
capacity. Dwell times of trailers and containers need to
be greatly reduced. Terminals in Dublin Port provide
too much free or low cost storage of trailers and
containers. Again, supply chains will have to change to
eliminate these systemic inefficiencies.
If the targets of Masterplan 2040 are not attained and
if additional capacity is not provided in other east coast
ports, then DP1.5 will have to be constructed, possibly
even before 2040.
To further appreciate the scale of the project beyond
its financial cost, it is beneficial to compare DP1.5 with
existing large ports in Europe.
If all of the 60 million gross tonnes per annum were
accounted for by Ro-Ro, DP1.5 would need to have
the capacity for 2.5 million units per annum. The
Port of Dover is Europe’s busiest Ro-Ro freight port
and its throughput in 2019 was 2.6 million units. At
a demand level of 2.5 million units per annum, DP1.5
would need to have a throughput capacity almost
equal to the throughput of Europe’s largest Ro-Ro
port in 2019. However, virtually all of Dover’s Ro-Ro
trade is accompanied and this huge throughput is
achieved through a small land area of only 40 hectares.
We are planning on the basis that all Ro-Ro would be
unaccompanied and, as a consequence, DP1.5 would have
a much larger land area than Dover.
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If, on the other hand, all of the 60 million gross tonnes
was Lo-Lo, then DP1.5 would have to have the capacity
for 6.2 million TEU per annum. Compared to 2019
throughput volumes, DP1.5 would be similar in size to the
fourth largest Lo-Lo port in Europe, Piraeus, and about
two thirds the size of Europe’s third largest Lo-Lo port,
Hamburg.
1

Rotterdam

14.8m TEU

2

Antwerp

11.9m TEU

3

Hamburg

9.3m TEU

4

Piraeus

5.7m TEU

5

Valencia

5.4m TEU

6

Algeciras

5.1m TEU

7

Bremerhaven

4.9m TEU

8

Felixstowe

3.8m TEU

9

Barcelona

3.3m TEU

10 Le Havre

2.8m TEU

However, DP1.5 would not be exclusively a Ro-Ro port
or a Lo-Lo port but would, instead, handle both of the
unitised cargo modes.
Based on the current and evolving patterns of unitised
trade, DPC believes that the gross tonnes capacity
of DP1.5 would need to be split 78 / 22 between
unaccompanied Ro-Ro and Lo-Lo.
Dublin Port
2019

Dublin Port
2040

Ro-Ro units

1,059,103

2,249,000

1,942,000

Lo-Lo units

432,510

926,000

800,000

Total units

1,491,613

3,174,000

2,742,000

Lo-Lo TEU

774,056

1,574,000

1,361,000

DP1.5
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The challenge for DPC to double the capacity of Dublin
Port by, firstly, completing the three major projects
envisaged under Masterplan 2040 and, secondly,
by changing longstanding supply chain practices, is
formidable. However, it is a challenge that can be
undertaken in stages.
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Not only are there good environmental and planning
reasons to avoid building a new port, there are large
financial benefits.

Because a new harbour would need the upfront
construction of enormous breakwaters and a lot of other
basic infrastructure, the first phase of the development
of DP1.5 could not be broken into a series of individually
small projects capable of being delivered over an
extended period (as is possible in Dublin Port with
Masterplan 2040).
As a consequence, the unit cost of greenfield port
capacity is high compared to the cost of adding port
capacity in an existing port.

Through this series of seven papers, we have sought to
explain and contextualise the challenges DPC faces in
planning the long-term delivery of port capacity to meet
future demand on the east coast of Ireland.
We are at a pivotal moment now where answers are
needed to three important questions:
• What level of port capacity will have to be provided to
meet future demand on the east coast of Ireland over
the next 20 years?
• Where will this additional capacity be provided?
• How will the projects needed to deliver this additional
capacity be financed?

For DP1.5 the cost for each tonne of throughput capacity
is estimated, at 2020 prices, to be €64. In our previous
analysis of DP2.0, there would be scale economies and
the cost would be €45. However, within this, the Phase 1
cost would be €63 with a lower Phase 2 cost of €19.

In answering these important questions, environmental
challenges, planning challenges, financing challenges and
national port policy challenges have to be considered.

By comparison, DPC will complete the development of
the new T4 Ro-Ro terminal in Alexandra Basin during
2021 as part of the ABR Project at a cost of €15 per gross
tonne of annual throughput capacity. Likewise during
2021, Port of Cork will complete construction of the new
Ringaskiddy Container Terminal at an estimated cost per
gross tonne of annual throughput capacity of €25.
Project

Capacity in gross
tonnes per annum

Estimated cost for
basic infrastructure

Capital cost per tonne of
annual throughput capacity

DP 1.5 (Arklow)

60 million

€ 3,857m

€ 64

DP 2.0 Phase 1

77 million

€ 4,873m

€ 63

DP 2.0 Phase 2

57 million

€ 1,121m

€ 19

DP 2.0

134 million

€ 5,994m

€ 45

ABR Project T4

6.6 million

10

€ 99m

€ 15

Ringaskiddy Container Terminal

2.7 million11

€ 68m12

€ 25
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Not only are there good
environmental and planning reasons to
avoid building a new port, there are large
financial benefits.
9
10
11
12

Based on 274,000 unaccompanied Ro-Ro units per annum at 24.1 gross tonnes per unit
DPC estimate of cost to completion
Based on 279,000 TEU per annum at 9.7 gross tonnes per TEU
Based on reported project expenditure of €80m less an assumed cost of €12m for cranes
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Our analysis of these issues in the seven papers of the
Dublin Port Post 2040 Dialogue leads to the following
conclusions:

Conclusion 1
Dublin Port Company must complete all of the projects
outlined in Masterplan 2040 to deliver infrastructure
with an annual throughput capacity of 77 million gross
tonnes by 2040.

Conclusion 2
Critically, this will require planning permission to be
secured for the 3FM Project.

Conclusion 3
The achievement of a throughput of 77 million gross
tonnes per annum by 2040 will require not only the
completion of all of the infrastructure projects in
Masterplan 2040; it will also require that the efficiency
of port operations greatly increases so that port
infrastructure is utilised to its maximum. This will
require the elimination of systemic inefficiencies in
existing supply chain operations.

Conclusion 4
Over the next 20 years, additional capacity at other
existing east coast ports will be required so that, as
Dublin Port approaches its ultimate capacity, volumes
which Dublin cannot handle can be accommodated
elsewhere.

Conclusion 5
During these 20 years, DPC will need to work on the
DP1.5 project so that it can be brought through the
planning process and construction started by about
2033 should that become necessary.

Conclusion 6
The projects to provide additional capacity in other
ports and the project to construct DP1.5 can only be
realised with State support – none of the projects
and none of the port companies (including DPC) are
capable of raising the project finance that would be
required.
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These six conclusions will inform DPC’s contribution
during 2021, firstly, to the preparation of the next Dublin
City Development Plan and, secondly, to Government’s
review of the National Development Plan.
In publishing the seven papers, we have invited others to
critique our thinking and to prepare detailed responses
including, possibly, alternative analysis which yields
different conclusions to ours. The long-term planning
challenges faced by DPC are national challenges and it is
important that future port capacity plans are formulated
on the basis of as detailed a consideration of the issues as
is possible.

